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ANO PREDICTION ON
MONITORING SYSTEMS
OF WIRELESS SENSOR
NETWORKS
Abstract
In large-s cale monitonng systerns, integration of
dctailed data is requ ired to detect and predict th c
occurrencc of cvents that impact the performance of
thc wholc cnviro nment. In this paper, we present an
ontology-based multi- level arc hitecture called HAEDEP, for event detection and event prediction on largescale monitoring systems based on Wireless Sensors
Networks. In HAEDEP, an ontology is used to represent
domain knowledge that can be used at different levels,
and enable the system to detect and predict the events
that will affect the system behavior. We illustrate the
benefits of HAEDEP by using a case study in the oil
refinery fiel d. However, HAEDEP could be used in other
domains where the checking, recording and controlling
activities are required .
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Resumen
En sistemas de mon itoreo de gran escala, la integración y el análisis de datos senci llos es un requerimiento importante, ya que permite detectar y predec ir
la ocurrencia de eventos relevantes en el sistema. En
este artícu lo se propone la arquitectura HAEDEP, que
consta de varios niveles y que emplea una ontología
para representar el conocimiento del domi ni o. Este
conoc imiento es usado a su vez en la detección y
predicción de estos eventos relevantes, específicamente en un sistema que emplea redes inalámbricas
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de sensores para capturar información del mundo
físico . Este trabajo ilustra los beneficios de usar una
arquitectura como la de HAEDEP med iante un caso de
estudio asociado al campo de la refinación de petróleo.
HAEDEP también puede ser usado en otros domin ios
donde actividades de verificación, almacenamiento y
control se requiera n.
Palabras Clave: Redes Inalám bricas de Sensores,
mo ito rización de sistemas, sistemas orientados a
eventos, conocimiento del dom in io, ontologías.

1 lntroduction
Th ere have been developed a great number of
applications using Wireless Sensors Networks (WSNs)
on different fields [1] [2] [3] . However, it is unl ikely the
usage of mon itoring systems that combine domainknowledge bases and information col lected by WSNs,
to derive, pred ict, and control the mon itored systems
future behavior.
In large-scale monitoring system s, the integration of
individual measurements that describe the behavior of
its components can play an important role in the detection and prediction of changes in the system behavior.
In industrial environments and ambient systems, a small
variance in individual measurements of a parameter can
be the preamble for further significant changes in the
whole system performance.
A great variety of strategies can be used to detect
events that may affect a system performance. Starting
from detecting when a value is out of normal range to
more sophisticated reason ing-based strategies where
domain knowledge is u sed , a variety of techniques can
be used to analyze and interpret raw collected data and
discovery the relevant events and their side effects.
We propase a distributed architecture called HAEDEP (H ierarchical Arc hitecturefor Event Detection and
Event Prediction), that combines WSNs gathering systems, with so me tools to manage domain knowledge. In
HAEDEP, an ontology is used to represent each WSNs
system properties and their reactive behavior. Thus,
effects of relevant events on the performance of the
monitored system(s) can be modeled; also, know ledge
encoded in the ontology can be used to infer simple
facts or symptoms to develop a detection of relevant
events in the system(s).
The remainder of this paper is organized as fo llows.
In section 2, we describe a scenario that requ ires the
usage of domain knowledge in arder to identify sorne

relevant events generated from data collected by WSNs.
In section 3, we present our proposal for a monitoring
architecture anda detailed overview of each of its components. Section 4 presents sorne strategies for event
detection, and for generating new knowledge based
on the analysis of the data that describes the system
behavior. 1n section 5, we describe how the architecture
components can interoperate throug h current trends
on distributed system integration. Finally, we poi tour
conclusions and future work in section 6.

2 Monitoring to Detect the Occurrence of
System 's Re levant Events
The early detection of sorne out of rang e values
in monitoring activities can be enoug h to identify undesired behaviors and establish sorne correctives. For
example, a system can measure sorne of its performance variables and gather its associated values into
a supervisor station, to identify simple relevant even ts
and to salve sorne of the situations that may be fired .
lf we co uld find a too l that allows us to read and
write sorne variables that show the state and the performance of the system elements, it could seem to be
enoug h to achieve the monitorin g objectives . In the
computer network domain, there is one protocol for this
purpose, the Simple Network Management Protocol
[4] (SNMP), which is essentially a speciali zed requesV
reply protocol that supports sorne request messages:
GET, TRAP and SET [5] . These commands are used
to retrieve the val e of sorne metrics, that show the
behavior of a network nade, and that are defined in a
Management lnformation Base (M lB). The SNMP uses
agents that can capt re and sent data from network
nades toa Manager Station , wh ich gathers information
about the w hole system, and that allows this informatia to be available fo r users thro ugh a Human Machine
Interface.
However, capabi lities of SNMP are not always
enough because, sometimes the detection of sorne relevant events requ ires the usage of domain know ledge
about the system under examination, and reason ing
processes to infer conditions that can fire new events.
This is the reason that motivates us to propase a new
mon itoring architecture instead of using available
SNMP implementations.
In arder to illustrate the benefits of the proposed
architecture, we describe a case study in the context
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of a system that detects emissions on a refinery or a
petrochemical plant.
A refinery is a big ind ustrial plant that performs different processes to transform crude oil in diverse valuable
oil derivates. Dueto the chemical characteristics of the
input commod ities and the nature of the involved chemica! process, theses processes genera te air pollution
emissions of undesired products components, such as:
su lphur dioxide (S02 ), nitrogen oxides (NOJ , carbon
mo noxide (CO), particu late matter, volatile organic
compounds, benzene, etc [6]. Due to these potential
dangerous emissions, refineries no rmally are located
at countryside and fa r from large cities.
There exist some rules that regulate the maxim m
amou nt of emissions that cou ld be tolerated in a refinery
fac il ity. Because of th is, there are a lot of commercial
sensors to measure these emissions levels. Although air
emissions can be measured by sensors on chi mneys,
emissions of a refinery may be produced by a variety
of chimneys associated with different processes, and
managed by different companies. In consequence,
even t hough one sensor on a chimney can detect that a
particu lar process exceeds some threshold value, there
could be some cases wh ere no regulation is violated because these out-of-range values are compensated by
the decrease of emissions from other closed process.
Therefore, total emissions in a locality depend on the
sum of every emission source in the same place.
On the one hand, when a regulation is violated or
some em issio ns exceed its maximum values, some
actions must be taken. However, these actions depend
on the values assigned to some of the properties that
characterize the system. For example, if a vio lation is
periodical or consta nt, meteorolog ical data and particul arly the wind speed could cause t hat a plume of
emissions cou ld reach a large population. In this case
some questions have to be answered to establish
the correct actions to be taken: Which values of the
emissions concentration could reach when the emissions pass a particular place? What happen if in t hat
place there is a populatio n?, should th is popu lation
be evacuated? Answers to these questions require
the representation and control of the reactive behavior
of the concepts and parameters t hat characterize the
universe of discourse, as well as, the events that affect
each concept behavior.
The problem of representing and manipulating
reactive behavior, have been co nsidered in databases
systems during the last decades. First, active databases were proposed as a rule-based framework to
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model re lationsllips between concepts and the eve nts
for which they react (7]. Similarly, in the context of the
Semantic Web, XML and OWL[8] have been enhanced
w ith rules or operators to represent reactivity. In this
paper, we w ill illustrate the effects of represe nting the
reactive be havior on the quality of th e tasks of monitoring. We will use the onto logy-based framework
ACTION [9]. In this framework, events are catego rized
as co ncepts of an ontology and, in conjunction with
classes, properties and instances, are considered
during the query answering and reasoning tasks. We
have chosen ACTION, because th is formalism provides
a more expressive solution to the problem ot representi ng and querying active knowledge than existing
ru le-based approaches.

3 HAED P: A Monitoring Architecture
lns pired on the study of mo itoring oil production
ac ti vities [1 0], and fo llow ing the MVC Model View
Controller Paradigm [11 ], we propose a four-level architecture presented in Figure 1.

Layer 4

Monitoring and Visualization Layer Interface

Layer 3

Hi gh Leve! Knowledge Layer

Layer 2

Raw D<Jta or Low Leve! Knowledge Layer

Laycr 1

Sensor Layer

1

Fig l . Hier archical View of t he HAEDEP Monito ri ng Layered Archite cture

In the HAEDEP architectu re, the Sensor !ayer is
respo nsible for collecting system information from the
real world; the Low Leve! Knowledge Layer stores and
manages data and metadata co llected from the Sensor
Layer; the High Leve! Knowledge Layer uses domain
knowledge to identify and store relevant events through
different techniques; and finally, the Visual ization Layer offers an interface that allows system operators t o
access information that describes relevant events of
the monitored system . The HAEDEP architecture and
the systems that compose it can be pub lished as Web
Services. Thus, HAEDEP and its components can be
described by using the Semantic Web formalisms, and

their fu nctionalities can be enhanced by combing them
with other published Web services.
A general description of th e elements that comprise
each HAEDEP layer is illustrated in Figure 2 and detailed
in the next subsection.
The usage of a ACTION ontology makes a deployed WSN capable to dynamical ly adapt itself to
environmenta l cond iti ons and changes. Also, th is
ontology is able to represe nt t e properties of th e
network application that recog nizes patterns in arde r
to understand the properties of the co llected raw data.
This information is gathered from low levels layers, a d
it is used to disting ui sh the behavior of the parameters
that indicate if a system event can be fi red [12].
3.1 The Sensor Layer
Th e Sensor Layer i eludes any physical system
or field devices that need to be sensed or monitored.
These devices collect and transfer raw data to a central
or distributed data storage.

Process:ing
Node -

3.1.1 The Physical Systems
The physical systems refer to any system components that are been monitored, e.g., industrial equipments, warehouse, pipe, valves, chimney emissions,
etc. Each system is sensed with specific sensors that
measure operational parameters, adapted to its inherent process, which may reflect the system reactive
behavior.
3.1.2 The Sensor Networks
To collect data of physical system act ivities, we
pro pose tt1e usage of wi eless senso r networks (WSNs).
In contrast to t rad itional wired senso r informatio collection platforms. These networks have the fo llowing
advantages:
•

Low cost of components.

•

Flexibility i placing senso r nades.

•

Self poweri g using trad itional batteries.

•

Reduction on deployment time.

•

Nades with capacity of local process ing near of
measured process.
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A w ireless sensor network is a set of ti ny sensor
nodes, called motes [13], and one or more base stat1ons
that gathcr data from sensor nodes. Each sensor nade
or mote is a tiny computer· composed of a processing
un1t, a memory, sensors, a wireless networking device,
anda power supply [14]. In Sensor Networks, a base
station is a component w 1th highcr processing capabilities, less limitation of consuming power, and more
complex commun ication dev1ces. A Base Station, or
Sink, plays the role of a gateway between sensor nodes
and others commun ication arch itecture components
outside the WSN .
Sorne additional characteris tics of a WSN are as
follows [15]:
•

A very large range of nodcs can be used in one
nctwork; thi s number ranges trom a cou¡.;lc o f
mote" to thousands of th ern.

•

Thcrc are generally asymmetric flows of information , from th e sen· or nodes toa base stati on .

•

CornmunJcations cou ld be triggercd by queries
or event" .

•

At each nade there i a li rn it d amount of energy
which in many appl ications is difficult to replace
or recharge.

•

Mot es are characterized by its low cost, small
size, and little weight.

•

Motes could get profit of usi ng broadcast instead of point-to-point communications.

•

Nades do not normally have a global ID such
asan IP address.

•

Security, both physical and at the communication level, is more limited than in conventional
wireless networks.

•

In a WSN nade, if certain event is fired , the Sensor layer can send an especial warning message
to the Raw Data or Low Level Knowledge layer.
In extrem e situations, sorne control actions
could be fired or executed by motes, in arder
to get a faster response and to avoid dangerous
and undesired si tuati ons.

•

lnformation collected by the Sensor !ayer cou ld
be used on other layers to infer the causes of
un usual behaviors, orto bu ild prediction models
able to id entify the conditions t hat trigger these
unexpected behaviors.
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3.2 Raw Data or Low Level Knawledge Layer
This layer stores unprocessed data coll ected from
the physical system that cauld be used for the above
layers to correlate individual parameter values, as an
indicat1on of a complex or unusual behavior. /\n externa!
storage can be useful, dueto limitations on WSN nades
design, with sma/1 rnemories th at could store a very
small amount of data, or it could lose collected data if
its bu fers get fu/1 or 1f a nade ru ns out of battery.

3.2.1 Data Starage Nade
The function of a Data Storage ode is to store and
manage data gather by th e Se sor Network, making
them available to any other arc hitecture's component
or final users at any time. Data Storage nade cou ld
also be used as a mediator in arder to query cu rrent
or past monitoring values of the syste rn parameters.
They have to store not only raw cal lected data but also
Metadata that desc ribe the real-system cond 1tions, in
arder to establish w hen a data set could be compared
w ith other similar data sets, and to help in analysis of
system behavior tre nds. In re lat ion to the system that
detect s ern ission on refinery, described in section 2.
Sorne measurement of sensor on a chimney should be
stored as a Sing le Event with sorne properties such as
chemical components, value of concentration, t ime of
th e measurement (time stamp), sensor location, etc.

3.3 High Level Knowledge Layer
In this layer, domain know ledge and system behavior are represented and used to detect relevant system
performance facts, tendencies and the events that fire
them. These events could be stored and used, as highlevel events, for operators during an analysis of what is
happening in the system. This !ayer is also able to infer
mathematical and statistical models that describe the
reg ular behavior of the system, and that can be used
in tests and forecast about future system trends .

3.3.1 Processing Nades
These nades can submit queries to the Data Storage
Nades in arder to discover evidence of specific events
occurred in the system. They can perform different kind
of analysis, wh ich varíes from detecting a trespassing
of a particular parameter threshold, to modeli ng and
predicting activities based on historical data, wh ich are
saved on storage elements.
Complex models cou ld be used together with ACTION [9] to represe nt the properties that characterize
raw data. Kn owledge encoded in the ontology and in
the comp lex models can be used to derivate the occu-
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rrence of relevant events, and to determine t e actio ns
or c hanges in the data that ha veto be performed when
relevant event s are detected .

•

F: a set of predicat es represent ing instances
of t he classes, properties and eve nts. (type,
individual).

In the case of system that detects emissions on a
refinery, we can describe an ACTION ontology as a
t uple Oa =< C, E, Ps, Pa, F, fr, 1> [7] , where:

•

fr a function, s.t., fr : F xPax E . F; fr defines th e
react ive behavior in Oa.

•

The fol lowing rules establish the co nditi ons that
need to be satisfied to fire an event, and also
the changes that wil l be performed to the active
property values:

•

(( EmN02235, emission_level,4) , (Cualitive_Level event(Local_Totai_Emiss ion, 0 2_1evel ;::: 3),
( Reg ulation_N02, 3)

•

•
•

•

C: a set of classes or basic data types (Emission,
Emission_S02, Emission_N02, Emission_CO,
Regul ation , Regu lation_S02 , Regulation_N02,
Regul ation_ CO, etc.)
E: a set of events (Criticai_Em ision, Emission_
Alarm , and Evacuatio n_Aiarm.)
Ps: a set of static properties , where each property co rresponds toa function from C U E to C U
E. (Emission_l evel, Collection_Time, M in_Value,
Max_Value, place, Dispers ion_Factor)

(Qual itati ve_level, Dangerous)
•

(act ion, event(Qualitative_Level , Da gerous) ,
\'Ni nd_Directi o n= P..o pu 1atio n_Di rectio n)
(E mis io n_ L evel*(Po p u 1at i o n_ Distan ce/ Wi nd_
Speed)*Emission_Dispersion_Factor >= Regulation_Max_Nalue)

Pa: a set of active properties; each property
corresponds to a function from C to C. (Qual itativ e_Eve nt, Action).

(Regulation_Piace, Population))
_ _ __. (EmN02235,Action, Evacuati on)

Eracuation
( 4mon E,·enUQualiratire _Le,·el, Dangerous),
'ind D irecrion =Populazion Direcrion)
nis ion_ Lel'el*rPopulmion_Distance/ TVind_SpeedJ*Emiss ion_Disp en ion_F anor>
g ularion_J1ax_Na/ue). !Pegu!mion_Place, Populalion;)
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The set 1 is comprises of a set of axioms that
describe th e properties of the built-in properties
provided in Ps and Pa. Particularly, the following
axiom is used to infer and fire new events:
•

Vvind

d·''/

if isSubEvent0f(e2, e1) and isSubEventOf(e3,
e2) then isSubEvent 0f(e3 , e1)
Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 y 7 illustrate a graphical representation of the ACTION on ology, and static
knowledge that characterizes a system w ich
det ects emissions on a refinery. This ont ology
is partially inspired in the SNS Environmental
Vocabulary [16]
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F ig 6 . Representation o f Population Features Associated with Emission
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Fig 4. Re presentation of Knowledge assoc iated with Regulation of
Emissions Oomain

3.3.2 Event Storage Node
Th is component stores and manages the whole
family of new high-level eve ts, which are generated
by processing nades that search clues and evidences
of specific behaviors abo t system performance.

3.4 Monitoring and Visualization Layer

Critica1 Emis ion
1
1

, s, cü""</

3.4.1 System Monitor Console

1

1¡
1

1

1

1

'•1

\
1
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Fig 5. Representation of Critica! Events on Emission Doma in
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Th is !ayer is the w indow that shows the system
behavior to operatorl supervisors, manager and any
other high leve! users.
A Monitoring Console is a visualization component,
that will be used as a system interface to detected and
analyze event occurrences. lt also will assist users in
explaining behavioral symptoms, establishing causeeffect relationships of system current parameter values.

4 Strateg ies for Relevant Event Detection
on System Data
The main objective of a monitoring system is to
extract information about relevant events that are fired
in the monitored system. In this work we propase a
combination of different event detection techn iques
that could be used by the processing nodes, in order
to extract as much as possible relevant information
from the coll ected data.
We can classify event detection techniqu es in the
foll owing four groups: simple detection, multiple detections, breaking its own trend, and breaking similar
trends.
Simple detection and multiple detection strategies
are common in system monitoring activities and can be
applied by comparing online se sing information with
predefined expected valu es on measured paran eters.
On the other hand, breaking its own trend and breaking
similar trends are less common, and involve sorn e sort
of comparison of current and historical information.

4. 1 Breakín g Threshold Strategy on Event Detection
This kind of analysis impl ies that a collected parameter violates a value by crossing a boundary. The
strategy can be simple or multiple depending on the
type of the parameters detected.

4.1.1 Simple Detectíon
Some important events can be recognized once
a simple parameter crosses a specific threshold. In
this kind of analysis, original sensed information wi ll
be compared with predefined upper or lower bound
value on measured parameters. This ki nd of detection
analysis , also known as Threshold rules [1 7], is one of
simplest detection strategies, and is ab le to trigger a
warning on Monitoring Interface as soon asan upper
or lower value is reached by a system measure.

4. 1.2 Multiple Detections
Som e events cou ld not be identified as a direct
conseq uence of an isolate parameter value, but they
could be recog nized when two or more parameters
cross some specific thresholds.
In this kind of analysis different origi al sensed information wi ll be compared w ith some specific values to
detect some symptoms on a multivariable space. Using
sets of comparisons, this method could detect more
complex behavior than the Simple Detection does.
For example, if there is a region with scare coverage,

(small amount on sensing node with low redundancy)
and some low level node battery event were reported,
a warning of near disconnection could be triggered
to notify the user about th is threat. Any of these prior
facts itself, is not a clear evidence of the conclusion,
but it simultaneous detection does. The knowledge
about domain of study can make a good usage of this
technique to identify different parameter values as
symptom of a high level event that is taking place on
the system.

4.1.3 Beyond a Simple Detection
Threshold rules can be used to translate quantitative
data to qualitati ve informat ion, classifying parameter
values in level as "h igh " and " low·, or "normal" and
"dangerous" values. This kind of conditions have to be
satisfied in order to fire so me high level events, they can
be represented in an ACTION ontology. For example,
in a system th at detects if the emissions produced by a
refinery violate local regulations or environmental conditions, it can be represented by saying that the status of
poll ution produced by the refi nery varíes depending on
the concentration of the contaminant emissions and on
the location where the refinery is placed. Thus, ACTION
can represent that th e active property Qualitative_Level
reacts to the values of N02 em issions and Max_Value
of Regulation by using an event e. This event fires the
association of a coast- locat ed refinery w ith the val ue
Dangerous using th e property Qualitative_Level, when
the active property Locai_Totai_Emission of N02 reaches a mean valu e of 3 ppm .

4.2 C hanges on System Behavior
An event could be recognized if the system does not
follow its expected value . When a model of a system
behavior is built, comparison of predicted and collected
values can be used to detect the occurrences of some
hidden events.

4.2.1 Detecting Changes on a Normal Behavior
of a Parameter:
Some event occurrences could be detected when
a system parameter breaks with its own value trends.
Trends can be determined from a set of historical data
of some relevant parameters. As soon as some deviation of its trends is detected, this situation can generate
some kind of warning, in order to alert about possible
effects of this change. Some attention to variance or
tolerance has to be consid ered because it is difficult
to get always the same values on measurements of
the real systems.
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4.2.2 Detecting Changes on the Whole System
Normal Behavior:
Some events cou ld be recogn ized if the system
does not follow the behavior of other systems that
show reasonab le common characteristics . Once a
system is instrumented and its data col lected, a comparison with the past can be made. However, other
possibil ity is to use a model, built with data that comes
from other system(s), which cou ld have many common
characteristics, and that could be used as a pattern
of comparison . In this case models can be used to
predict future behavior of some values and to perform
activities of capacity planning. These models can be
generated by modeling techniques such as: time series
analysis, queuing or simulation models, where metrics
can be estimated based on other similar system data.
lf co ll ected system values do not match model values,
this cou ld be inte rp reted as an indication of a change
in its global behavior; and, this change may need to
be analyzed by the system operator in other to defin ed
strategies that ensure the system operabi lity.

4.2.3 Additional Features on Using System Behavior Values
Once a model of system behavior is built, it can be
used to verify that current sen sed data respecta normal
behavior. But in some cases there is a gap in the coll ected system information. Dueto problems or partial
failures on sensing and transmitting infrastructure, a
user can find so me time period without collected data.
In arder to consider reaso nable val u es during these periods, we propase to use interpolation methods in order
to fil l up gaps in the collected data. This techn ique will
facilita te the i ference of a more precisely idea of which
would be the system behavior on similar circumstances,
even in none ful ly rel iable systems.

5 Protocols for lntegration of Architecture
Components
We propase the use of a WSN as an entry point
of data collected from real systems, and to use it as
first data sources of a whole system. This data can
be used to detect and notify to system operators the
occurrence of specific events on the system as it was
describes in [18]. We also proposed the use of Web
Services [19] [20] [21] as a mechanism to unify the
commu ni catio n between each system component
even on WSNs. The communicati ons of the system
components that is show in Figure 2, from layer 1 to
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!ayer 2, such as is bei ng proposed on Sensor Web [22];
from layer 2 to layer 3, and also from !ayer 3 to !ayer
4, cou ld be used by means of Web Services, which
will gen erate a common reference mark to collect and
transmit information between these components. This
strategy has been also explored previously for connecting WSN to Grids enviro ment [23][24]. With this
integration, we can combine different solutions on each
componen t of the architecture through a unique syn tax and seman tic. Add itionally, our proposal includes
compone nts to analyze data collected by other Web
Services. This interaction will faci litate the discovery
of relevant facts hi dden in the raw data. lt is important
to notice that th is task would be almost impossible to
perform if knowledge encoded in the ontology were
not available. The use of Web Services cou ld help to
int egrate new nades at any time, in arder to improve
the functionalities of the discovery of relevant system
event in the proposed architecture.
In presence of li mited capabilities devices, wrappers
and proxies can be developed to encapsulate real
world programs that provide these facilities on top of
traditional and less complex request-response WSNs
platforms. Th e main goal is that each data source will
offer a common API that any prog ra mmer can easi ly
understand and work with it, in arder to facilitate the
developing of new services based on previously available ones.

6 Conclus ions and Future Wo rk
WSNs have had a great impact on current information management. The usage of networks of many
motes (tiny and cheap devices) to monitor physical
systems wil l become a reality, pervasive and ubiquity
computing. For this subject we propase an architecture that uses WSN data sources as a component of
a whole information system, provid ing an integration
of mon itors, data storage platforms, and knowledge
management components to support operator decision
processes, wh ile supporting them in the detection of
relevant events.
Web services can be used as common interfaces
between different system components. Th is enables
the creation of more powerful Web services, resu lting
from the orchestration of the HAEDEP architecture
service and its components, with other published Web
services.
The integration of active know ledge with detai led
information in data sources enable operators to recognize, and a wide range of relevant events, ranging from

orks

a simple metric that crosses a specific threshold to
none trivial , high level events, whi ch could use domain
knowledge and inference about different parameters
values to be identified.
The main contribution of this paper is an architecture
that orchestrates different components and strateg ies,
and represents the properties of the data measured by
monitored systems in a knowledge base. Reasoning
techniques are implemented, to support the detection
and prediction of relevant events. Finally, the usage of
Web services allows a unified communication mechanism between the architecture components.
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